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SEP 
An Economic Appraisal 

Of Recent Commodity Market Performances 

John A. ~chnittker 

It is no secret that commodity markets in the U.S. and the world 

have performed poorly in recerit years.. I trust you will take my word 

that the evidence is in the data, and the data are all around you. 

· A great deal has already been said or is being said about this, in · 

present and past papers delivered to the Association,., and I see 

little reason to labor the issue. 

l. Markets have been giving agricultural producers erratic 

signals; they have been characterized by extreme uncer

tainty and instability whereas greater certainty and 

stability are still preferred by producers and consumers, 

and would produce a better (more efficient) use of 

resources and a better (more equitable) distribution of 

production. So we need improved techniques- for stabiliza

tion. 

2. U.S. and world :markets have been at the mercy of state

trading enterprises such as the Soviet Union and China 

in recent years. Those nations move in and out of our 

markets more or less at will, often purchasing quantities 

so large as to severely and adversely affect economic 

sectors (U.S. food) and nations ( India and Bangladesh), 

which cannot, in any sense, compete on even terms with 

economic and political giants such as Russia and China. 
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federal market regulation. Price controls on meats in 1973encour

aged withholding animals. Later meat prices collapsed under the 

weight of accumulated supplies while grain prices soared. Price 

controls applied to meat, at a time when price-stabilizing action 

should have been applied to grains and oilseeds in order to limit 

meat price increases, played an important role in this, but I am 

not sure what role. Certainly. the malfunctioning of markets can-

not be given the entire blame f'or the roller-coaster behavior of 

meat prices in: recent years - nor can inept regulation. 

The sharp increase in meat prices in 1975, resulting from a 

corn crop failure in 1974 after, reserves had. been squa.'1,dered in 

1972 and 1973 is another example. The U.S. meat sector made the 

world's only major adjustment in feeding levels in 1974-75, because·· 

.market prices performed a rationing function here, while other 

countries were able to buy nearly all the grain they could af'ford 

to buy from the U.S. ~ to .maintain comparative stability in their 

own regulated meat sectors. 

The role of large state-trad.ing nations in destabilizing our 

. markets is too obvious for much more comment, as is the ability. of 

such enterprises to enter our markets at bargain prices, leaving 

the rest of the world to bear the costs of Soviet or Chinese pur

chases, .or EC regulations which prevent the extent q:f world grain 

scarcity from being communicated to European feeders even while 

U.S. feeders are being rationed severely. As Marshall Goldman said 

in the New York Times recently, in the context of the latest Soviet 
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do not practice it, for events and circumstances will not permit 

them to do so. Unfortunately, holding out against needed and. 

timely regulation of markets ir:i the hope that the true religion 

of free and open export markets will yet be vindicate·d often post-

pones action ll:Iltil it is too late -".'" as in the case of soybea.n. 

export controls in 1973-

To cite another example, when Secretary Butz placed his Depart

ment in the way of unlimited grain exports, via the trprior approval" 

system put in effect late in 1974, the scheme was officially hailed 

then as the way to avoid the hated system of "export licensing. 11 

It was that, a.nd it worked; it stopped the price spiral.. Now, when 

the prior approval system may again be required in 1975 to insure 

l 

that relatively stable food prices and the rebuilding of our own 

reserves have precedence over increased meat production in the USSR, 

· it is opposed by its former sponsors in the Government because "it 

would represent export.controls." 

In the world we live in, agricultural production, exports and 

prices are issues of hig;h policy. It i.s worse than inept to argue 

that we must let, and that we are letting, our open agricultural 

markets function; it is false. There is a heavy overlay of policy 

involved not only in sales to Russia and China, but in our agricul-

tural trade relations with Europe and many other countries, and in 

the question of reestablishing grain reserves. 

to recognize this. 

It would be well 
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·arising out of changed circumstances affecting agricultural markets. 

SpecifiCally: 

We -need to set up:per limits on agric1.lltural prices in the 

- -

interest of general economic stability~ as well as lower 

. limits in the interest of farmers. _Feeding reserves into 

the market in times of reduced crops is_ the preferred form 

of regulation in this case, but when there are no reserves,. 

policies limiting exports should be in effect. 

We need to raise agricultural price support levels very sub

stantially for several years, both to encoura.ge f1.lll produc:... 

tion and to insure that some. reserves -are accumulated, as 

opposed to rapid expansion of grain fee~ng to animals and 

poultry at the ex:pense of reserves. 

- The possibilities for useful regulation of futures markets 

to foster market stabilization need to be exploited, as I 

believe they will beby the nev Commodity Futures.Trading 

need an open information policy; full 

a substitute for greater regulation. 


